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Giuseppe Marino,

President of the Italian-Cypriot
Chamber of Commerce

Dear Members and Friends,

we delayed a couple of days the issuing of
the November Newsletter of the Chamber,
to give space to the visit on 2nd and 3rd
December in Cyprus of Pope Francis that
defined Cyprus "a pearl of great price in the
Mediterranean", bringing an important
message of unity and peace remarking also
that "there is power of gestures that prepares
the way of peace and not the gestures of
power".

The past month was full of activities for the
Chamber, starting from EMC where, in close
cooperation with the Italian Trade Agency,
and the support of the Embassy of Italy, we
received a relevant industry delegation
from Italy accompanied also by the Global
Head of Italian Infrastructure of the Ministry
of Foreign Affairs Vincenzo Ercole Salazar,
having discussed about the most interesting
development and opportunities for Italian
companies in Cyprus and in the
Mediterranean region in the energy sector.

“Innovation, Economics and Management
in the Health Industry. Models of Excellence
and International Cooperation” was the title
of the 2nd Cypriot-Italian Health Industry
Forum, co-organized with the Cyprus
Chamber of Commerce and Industry, under
the auspices of the Embassy of Italy and the
Ministry of Health of Cyprus, that took place
in web modality, and that was also the
occasion to remark the consolidation of the
existing partnerships in the sector and in the
meantime the promotion of new
partnerships and synergies on the Cypriot
Italian axis and in the whole Mediterranean
region.

The development of new international
partnerships and synergies in the region in
various sectors will be important also in
regard to the significant EU Funding plans
really well described in our November Smart
Talk by Valerio Valla, Founder and CEO of
Studio Valla that specifically focused on the
opportunities of Italian-Cypriot cooperation.

We will continue with the Smart Talks also in
December honoroured to host the Shipping
Deputy Minister Vassilios Demetriades that
will present to the Italian shipping
community the new tender for the Ferry Link
connection between Cyprus and Greece.

Stay tuned and enjoy the reading! Informing
you that the December issue of the
Newsletter will be regularly on the
December 31th, I Wish you and your families
my Best Wishes for the upcoming Christmas!
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On 2nd and 3rd December, the Holy Pontifex

began his pilgrimage to the sources of

fraternity from Cyprus, continuing in Greece,

and concluding his journey in Lesbos. In a

video message sent before his departure, he

expressed his joyful anticipation for visiting

these magnificent lands, blessed by history,

culture and the Gospel.

Pope Francis said he was happy to retrace

the footsteps of St. Paul and St. Barnabas,

returning to the origins of Christianity, and

recalled the role of Cyprus as an outpost of

the Holy Land on the European continent,

and of Greece as the home of classical

culture. The Mediterranean is a natural basin

that embraces a diversity of peoples,

languages, cultures, religions and ideologies,

and it is from this sea that we must learn to

welcome and respect diversity, to see it as an

enrichment and not to fight against it. The

Pope addressed a very heartfelt thought to

the sisters and brothers who lost their lives

while trying to cross the Mediterranean in

search of a better future.

The event marks a historic moment for the

Christian community and for all the faithful on

the island: it is the second time, after Pope

Benedict XVI in 2010, that a Pontifex has

visited Cyprus.

On Thursday, 2nd December, more than 200

people attended the Pope's meeting with

priests, deacons, Christians, church

associations and the Cyprus movement in

the Cathedral of Our Lady of Grace. The

Pope was welcomed by Joseph Soueif,

Archbishop of the Maronites, and by the

Patriarch of the Maronites, Bechara Boutros
al-Rahi. The Holy Father declared that "the

Church is an open space that welcomes

everyone, where walls do not exist, because

the Church is a common house, a place of

relations and coexistence in diversity".

Referring to St. Barnabas, a man of great

faith, wisdom and patience, who accepted

the new without rushing to judgement, he

said, "His was the patience of discernment

that is capable of perceiving the signs of

God's work in every place, the patience to

'study' other cultures and traditions."

In his speech, the Pope said that we need a

patient Church, which does not let itself be

disturbed by changes, but calmly welcomes

new things and that "the Church in Cyprus

has these same open arms: it welcomes,

integrates and accompanies. This is an

important message also for the Church

throughout Europe, marked by the crisis of

faith... We do well to march forward, reading

the signs of the times as well as the signs of

the crisis".

Barnabas and Paul, as brothers, travelled

together to proclaim the Gospel. "Brothers

can argue and sometimes quarrel. Yet Paul

and Barnabas did not take different paths for

personal reasons, but because they

disagreed on their ministry, on how to carry

out their mission....Even here in Cyprus there

are many spiritual and ecclesial sensitivities,

different backgrounds and histories, different

rites and traditions, and yet we should not

experience diversity as a threat to identity."

Pope Francis' apostolic journey was inspired

by the route taken by Barnabas and Paul

through Cyprus and Greece to preach the

Gospel, and emphasised that just as the two

Saints, even in times of conflict, always

strengthened their faith in Christ, so too

diversity can coexist under the aegis of

peace.
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After the ceremony, the Pontifex headed to

the Presidential Palace, where he met the

President of the Republic of Cyprus, Nikos

Anastasiades, in a meeting during which

were broached important current issues such

as the Cyprus question, immigration, human

rights, environmental protection, climate

change, the protection of cultural heritage

and efforts to promote inter-religious

dialogue in Cyprus.

On 3rd December, the Pope visited His

Beatitude Chrysostomos II, the Orthodox

Archbishop of Cyprus, and met with the Holy

Synod of Orthodox Bishops. He then

celebrated a Holy Mass at the Pancyprian

Gymnastic Association Stadium (Neo GSP

Stadium), met with refugees and immigrants

in Nicosia, and said an ecumenical prayer at

the catholic Church of the Holy Cross in

Nicosia.

The Pope's trip to Cyprus focused on global

challenges from pandemics to climate

change, which can only be faced and

overcome in unity; the Pontifex's message

exhorts to welcome, fraternity and

integration.

The Italian-Cypriot Chamber of Commerce

also in consideration of the geographical

position of Cyprus and Italy in the

Mediterranean that favours the strategic role

that they can and must play for unity,

progress and economic growth, is always

active in creating and maintaining relations in

the Mediterranean Region, also building

bridges through culture (as in the case of the

tourist enhancement of the 'Route in the

footsteps of Paul and Barnabas' that unites

Italy, Cyprus and Greece) and creating

synergies and cooperation in all sectors

placed in crisis by the pandemic.
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Great Success for the 
2nd Cypriot-Italian Health Industry Forum.

It was held on 1st December 2021, in web

modality the second edition of the 'Cypriot-

Italian Health Industry Forum', under the

auspices of the Embassy of Italy in Nicosia

and the Ministry of Health of the Republic of

Cyprus, organised by the Italian-Cypriot

Chamber of Commerce together with the

Cyprus-Italian Chamber of Commerce, in

collaboration with the Cyprus-Italian Business

Association.

The Forum, entitled 'Innovation, Economics

and Management in the Health Industry.

Models of Excellence and International
Cooperation', featured a distinguished panel

of guests who discussed opportunities for

development, growth and collaboration

between excellent research centres and

companies in the Health sector.

Constantin Katsaros, Vice President of the

Italian-Cypriot Chamber of Commerce,

moderated the meeting that has been

opened by the President of the Italian-Cypriot

Chamber of Commerce, Giuseppe Marino,

who remarked the important potential in

terms of cooperation in the health sector in

the Mediterranean Region, offering his thanks

in particular the Ambassador of Italy, H.E.

Andrea Cavallari, and the Ministry of Health of

the Republic of Cyprus, represented by the

Permanent Secretary Dr. Christina Yiannaki,

who sent a video message and all the

authoritative speakers, representatives of

Italian and Cypriot universities and companies

in the health sector. "We can say that after

the first Health Industry Forum - he continued -

there have been real and concrete

developments in terms of cooperation, and

this is the aim of our Chamber. This second

edition deals with Innovations in Health, one

http://www.camcomitacipro.it/
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of the aspects with the greatest potential for

cooperation". The President thanked Marios

Tsiakkis, Secretary General Cyprus Chamber

of Commerce and Industry and Mr. Claudio

Pasqualucci, Director ICE/ITA Beirut for

Cyprus, Lebanon and Syria, with whom the

Chamber works symbiotically to support

businesses in Cyprus. He stressed the

importance of Cyprus as a hub in the

Mediterranean area for the development of

the Health sector.

Mr. Claudio Pasqualucci, Director ICE Beirut

for Cyprus, Lebanon and Syria, underlined

the importance of the Forum as an

opportunity to present Italian companies in

the medical sector to Cypriot stakeholders,

showing the interesting investment

opportunities arising from the RRNPs and

European projects.

This was followed by the institutional greetings

of H.E. Andrea Cavallari, Ambassador of Italy

to Cyprus, who said he was proud of the work

done by the Chamber, maintaining and

developing relations in the Italian-Cypriot axis

with initiatives such as the Forums, which

bring concrete proposals for cooperation

between our two countries "different in terms

of age of population, health systems, but with

many companies ready to cooperate" and

reiterated that the central role of Cyprus in

the Mediterranean offers great opportunities

in the near future.

The Director General of the Ministry of Health

of the Republic of Cyprus, Dr. Christina

Yiannaki, sent a video message thanking the

Chamber and hoping for more and more

cooperation between Italy and Cyprus in the

Health sector.

The Secretary General of Cyprus Chamber of

Commerce and Industry, Mr. Marios Tsiakkis,

sent his greetings through Mr. Leonides

Paschalides, Deputy Secretary General

Cypriot Chamber of Commerce and Industry

and reiterated the importance of the

bilateral work of the Chambers of Commerce

to create synergies and economic

development. Then the Forum got into full

swing with the speakers' interventions.

Prof. Paolo Pozzilli, Department Endocrinology

& Diabetes, Campus Bio-Medico University of

Rome, described the influence that an

excellent education in Medicine has on the

future of the Health sector, described the

advantages offered by the Campus and

shared the need and opportunity of Erasmus

exchanges to create new medical skills.

On the same line, Dr. Annalisa Quattrocchi,

Department of Primary Care and Population

Health, at University of Nicosia Medical

School, presented an overview of the

different Master's degrees offered, together

with the advantages of studies in the field of

multidisciplinary research and informed about

the existence of two Open Calls (Mental

Health; Obesity) waiting for partners, within

the Horizon Europe fund (2021-2027).

Mr. Sabino Di Matteo, Site Director & General

Manager Operations Novartis, described the

Torre Innovation Campus, located in Torre

Annunziata (Italy) in a strategic position due

to its proximity to ports and airports, as an

innovative project, in which great space is

given to research, start-ups, production

facilities; he underlined the wide range of tax

benefits and the availability of regional funds

to be used also for internationalisation

projects.

Mr. Sotos Jacovides, Managing Director MSJ

Group in Cyprus, pointed out the

opportunities offered to Italian companies

that want to cooperate in Innovation projects

in products and services in the healthcare

sector.

Dr. Michela Stancheris, representing Dr.

Marco Ferlazzo, CEO Istituto COT SpA, Private

Hospital in Messina (Italy), shared some

platforms related to rehabilitation sector, such

as E-Motion, Show Motion Home 4 Covid, and

talked about the ongoing collaborations with

IRIB-CNR, reiterated the interest to develop

partnerships in Cyprus in the fields of Human
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Resources and Orthopaedics.

Mr. Davide Campari, General Manager

Medical Business Domain Fujifilm Italia SpA,

described how the company has oriented

the core business towards innovation in

various fields, such as Healthcare (in which

FujiFilm Italia occupies the third place in the

world), thanks to the Research Development

Area; he pointed out the sectors with

opportunities for interaction, such as the

One-Stop Solution project using AI/IT

technology.

Mr. Mirko Maldè, replacing Antonio Simeone,

Founder Euklid and CEO StonePrime, BioTech

A.I., presented a new reality dating back to

2015, Moveax, which deals with supporting

the growth of private companies and public

institutions, focusing mainly on A.I. and

blockchain, with applications in Cardiology

and Diagnostics.

The Forum was concluded by the Vice

President of the Italian-Cypriot Chamber of

Commerce, Federico Franchina, who

expressed his appreciation for the rich

contributions of the speakers. "We know how

complex the Healthcare sector is, as it involves

education, research, pharmaceuticals,

hospital management, technology. We will

continue to give support to advance in this

sector and not only in the emergency of the

pandemic, because we are convinced that

progress comes through cooperation between

companies, institutions and countries".
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The EMC (Eastern Mediterranean Conference

& Exhibition) entitled ‘Unlocking Cleaner

Energy for the Region, for Europe & Beyond’,

which took place in Cyprus from 10 to 12

November, proved to be an important

opportunity for Mediterranean countries to

meet and discuss energy sector issues. During

the three days, new policies were shared,

action undertaken with the incentives of the

PNRRs were examined and all stakeholders

involved were able to discuss projects and

collaborations.

The Conference was hosted by the Cyprus

Hydrocarbons Company (CHC), under the

auspices of the Ministry of Energy, Commerce

and Industry of Cyprus, official partners being

the Ministry of Agriculture, Rural Development

and Environment of Cyprus, the

Cyprus Chamber of Commerce and Industry

(KEBE), the Cyprus Employers & Industrialists

Federation (OEB), the European Commission,

the Enterprise Europe Network, other than

the ITA (Italian Trade Agency) and

the Italian-Cypriot Chamber of Commerce.

H.E. Natasa Pilides, Minister of Energy,

Commerce and Industry of the Republic of

Cyprus opened the Conference, divided into

6 plenary sessions, 28 of which technical, with

20 workshops for about 1000 international

delegates, 150 exhibiting companies.

The strong representation of Italy, through the

Italian Embassy in Cyprus, the ITA Beirut Office

and the Italian-Cypriot Chamber of

Commerce, as well as numerous companies

operating in the energy sector, confirmed the

strong commercial and institutional relations

with the Republic of Cyprus and provided the

opportunity for companies to connect with

the main stakeholders in Cyprus and in the

Mediterranean Area.

Particularly interesting was the panel held on

10 November, entitled ‘Opportunities and

Cooperation for Italy in the Energy sector in

Cyprus and the Eastern Mediterranean Area’,

introduced by the Ambassador of Italy in

Cyprus, H.E. Andrea Cavallari, which was

attended by Vincenzo Ercole Salazar, in the

dual role of Global Head of Italian

Infrastructure Industry for both the Italian

Ministry of Foreign Affairs (MFA) and the Italian

Contractors’ Association (ANCE), Claudio

Pasqualucci, Director of ITA Beirut Office

and Giuseppe Marino, President of the Italian-

Cypriot Chamber of Commerce.

The speeches focused on the great

opportunities for cooperation in the Italy-

Cyprus axis for the Italian companies in the

energy sector.

It was highlighted how much contribution in

terms of waste to energy (30%) will be given

by the Vassiliko Power Station, and the

possibility of participation of companies, in

addition to the 25 already selected to supply

LNG to Cyprus, in the Vassiliko FSRU (Floating

Storage and Regasification Unit) Project that

provides significant funding from the

European Investment Bank, the Connecting

Europe Facility of the EU, EBRD and EAC

(Electricity Authority of Cyprus).

It was discussed Italy’s presence in the large

electricity Interconnection

Projects, EuroAsia (Israel-Cyprus-Greece)

and EuroAfrica (Egypt-Cyprus-Greece), which

are still in the allocation phase, and which are

eligible for CEF funds (€8.7 billion) and will

bring socio-economic benefits estimated at

around €10 billion. It’s important to remember

EMC 2021: Important Presence of the  
Italy System in Cyprus. 
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that Italy was one of the seven countries to

have signed in September 2020 the Charter

of the East Med Gas Forum for cooperation in

creating infrastructure and development in

energy markets, and that’s Italian the

technology consultant for the EuroAfrica

project, CESI (Centro Elettrotecnico

Sperimentale Italiano).

During the Conference were also developed

the opportunities provided by the

liberalisation of the Electricity Market through

the approval of 3 new laws under Cyprus’

RRNP, which will allow the reduction of

energy prices and the use of a combined

conventional and renewable electricity

supply system; it was confirmed the

commitment to increase renewables to 23%

by 2030 (Component 3.1 and 3.2 of Cyprus’

RRNP), the allocation of €20 million for CO2

emission reduction projects and the

expansion of the photovoltaic industry to 25%

by 2023.

Another sector moving towards the Energy

Transition is the production of green

hydrogen, both for the absence of emissions

and for the range of its possible applications

(industry, fuel cells, vehicles, shipping,

aviation, heating and cooling systems).

The EMC 2021 clearly showed that Cyprus is

one of the most attractive energy destinations

in the Mediterranean, with interesting new

business, wide European investments and

economic development prospects for all

stakeholders in the sector.

The significant and qualified Italian

entrepreneurial presence at the EMC has

consolidated relationships of collaboration,

offered ideas for new synergies and

reaffirmed the primary role of the ‘Italian

system’ present in Cyprus and the important

strategic support provided by the Italian–

Cypriot Chamber of Commerce to companies

that will cooperate in the development of

innovative strategies to support the Green

and Sustainable Transition.
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The recent news, which will bring an

additional investment opportunity in the

industry and infrastructure of the energy

sector in Cyprus, is the series of subsidies set

up by the Ministry of Transport, to encourage

the entry of electric vehicles into the market,

alongside hybrids and plug-in hybrid electric

vehicles (PHEVs).

The aim is for a quarter of the market to be

made up of electric vehicles by 2030 (around

36,000 units) and to replace all motorbikes

used in the public sector with electric ones by

2023.

The Minister of Transport Yiannis Karousos

announced two blocks of subsidies: the first

(amounting to 4 million euros) concerns the

scrapping of private vehicles and public

transport vehicles over 12 years old and the

purchase of vehicles emitting less than

50g/km of CO2; the second (amounting to 8

million euros) is the so-called 'eco-premium'

for the purchase of carbon-neutral (purely

electric) vehicles.

Here are the subsidies (+ 1,000 euros for

scrapping) for the purchase of the first block:

€7,500 for cars (in all 360 subsidies); €12,000 for

taxis (33); €10,000 for cars for the disabled

and large families; €1,000 for electric bicycles

(533); replacement of a vehicle with a

coupon for 750 euros in bus tickets (100).

Vehicles must have a valid car license and

be registered in Cyprus for the last 7 years.

The maximum price of cars may not exceed

€80,000 and bicycles €6,000. Applications will

be accepted for cars between 6th and 20th

December 2021 and for bicycles between

17th and 31st January 2022.

The second block, again concerning vehicles

at least 12 years old, provides: €9,000 for the

purchase of cars (in all 360 subsidies); €19,000

for taxis (24); €11,000 for cars for the disabled

(13) and large families (13), again with an

optional €1,000 scrapping fee. The maximum

price of the new vehicle may not exceed

€80,000.

There are also subsidies for the purchase of

used electric vehicles: €4,000 for cars (in all

320 subsidies); €12,000 for taxis (25); €7,000 for

vehicles for the disabled (15) and large

families (15), +1,000 euros for the optional

scrapping of an old vehicle. The maximum

price of the vehicle (registered as of 1st

January 2019) may not exceed €50,000.

The fact that the subsidies also include the

purchase of used electric vehicles will allow

those on low incomes to switch to the new

market, as the minimum cost of an electric

car is currently around 26,000 euros.

Other subsidies include: large buses

(€100,000), small buses (€40,000), commercial

vehicles (€20,000) and electric mopeds,

motorbikes, tricycles or light four-wheelers

(€1,500).

Applications will be accepted between 20th

December 2021 and 3rd January 2022.

The transformation of the vehicle market, with

a view to the Green Transition, will have an

impact on the sector of electricity producers

and the reduction of pollutants will bring

significant environmental benefits.

According to Minister Karouros, 50% of CO2

emissions come from transport, and steering

the market towards electric vehicles will also

bring great savings (64%) in terms of refueling

these vehicles compared to those running on

conventional fuel (15 euros compared to 30
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euros for a range of 450 km), as well as low

maintenance costs, high reliability and

durability.

The criticality of the transition to the electric

market in transport lies mainly in the fact that

the necessary infrastructure does not yet exist

in Cyprus, but, at the same time, it opens up

opportunities for the energy companies that

will win the tenders for their construction.

Indeed, the market for electric, hybrid and

plug-in hybrid vehicles needs a timeline that

is closely related to the construction of the

appropriate infrastructure.

At the moment there are only 28 charging

stations in public areas, installed by the

Electricity Authority of Cyprus (EAC), and 10

more are expected to be installed by 2022.

The Ministry of Transport hopes for around

1,000 charging stations by 2026 outside public

buildings, private companies, hospitals, local

authorities and 40 fast-charging stations on

motorways and public spaces.

The Cypriot policy of subsidising the purchase

and scrapping of vehicles is part of the

broader plan of waste to energy, fighting

pollution and implementing the green

economy.

According to data from the Ministry of

Energy, the contribution of renewable energy

sources (RES) to total energy consumption

this year reached 17 per cent, exceeding by

30 per cent the initial target of 13 per cent for

2021.

In addition, the shift from conventional

vehicles to electric, hybrid and plug-in

hybrids is only a first step towards energy from

Green Hydrogen, which is seen as the fuel of

the future.

A careful assessment of the long-term

scenario reveals a number of substantial

potential benefits from the deployment of

hydrogen in Cyprus by 2030, despite the fact

that its NECP (National Energy & Climate Plan)

does not specifically include a dedicated

entry.

Hydrogen will be one of the key renewable

sources to achieve the Cypriot Government’s

Green Transition goal.

In fact, the measures put in place by the

Ministry of Transport in conjunction with the

Ministry of Energy will bring new jobs and

opportunities for local and international

industrial companies investing in the

infrastructure needed in Cyprus for the

transition to Renewable Energies and limiting

CO2 emissions.

Diversification of energy sources,

modernisation of electricity grids, large

existing projects, substantial EU incentives and

regulatory changes make Cyprus an

important foreign investment destination.

The Italian-Cypriot Chamber of Commerce

has been working for a long time alongside

the institutions, conveying the Green Transition

projects, representing Italian companies

interested in the Cypriot energy market and

offering support for participation in tenders,

creating business opportunities and

economic growth.
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Nicosia welcomed the VI edition of the 'Week

of Italian Cuisine in the World' from 22nd to

28th November 2021. The event, promoted by

the Italian Ministry of Foreign Affairs and

International Cooperation at a press

conference held on 18th November at the

Farnesina by Italian Minister Luigi Di Maio, has

become increasingly important over the

years.

The presentation was attended by Gilberto

Pichetto Fratin, Deputy Minister for Economic

Development, Gian Marco Centinaio,

Undersecretary for Agriculture, Food and

Forestry Policies, Manlio Di Stefano,

Undersecretary for Foreign Affairs, Carlo

Petrini, founder of Slow Food, and Sergio

Paolantoni representing FIPE (Italian

Federation of Enterprises Serving the Public).

The initiative is part of the internationalisation

strategy of Made in Italy in the agri-food

sector with the aim of strengthening the

brand and boosting exports.

The theme chosen for the 2021 edition,

'Tradition and Perspectives of Italian Cuisine:

Awareness and Enhancement of Food

Sustainability', focused on the promotion of

Italian food products, food and wine

traditions and the specific biodiversity of the

peninsula's territories, and on the

enhancement of the Mediterranean Diet as a

healthy and sustainable diet and lifestyle

model.

The Week is a representative showcase of The

Extraordinary Italian Taste, of the richness,

variety and authenticity of the products and

cuisine of the Peninsula. It is an opportunity to

exchange best practices on the protection

of raw materials and a profitable meeting for

companies in the food chain to create

consortia, development and economic

growth.

The Italian Embassy in Nicosia, in

collaboration with the Italian Trade Agency in

Beirut, which is also responsible for the Cypriot

market, has organised a series of events to

present Italian cuisine, its gastronomic

products, wines and traditional recipes. At the

Lidl Food Academy were held cooking-show

events and wine tastings, tried out

combinations of typical Italian and Cypriot

products, exchanged experiences and

crossed cultures.

The ‘Week of Italian Cuisine in the World’ saw

in Cyprus a wide participation of restaurants,

cafés, gastronomy shops, hotels, cultural

organisations and professionals who took the

opportunity to open the channel of

communication between the Italian and

Cypriot markets. There were dinners,

presentations of typical products or dishes,

tastings and shows celebrating food culture.

In Nicosia: Amante del Vino in collaboration

with Chianti Geografico by Tenute Piccini,

already members of the Italian-Cypriot

World Week of Italian Cuisine in Cyprus: 
Traditions and Food Sustainability.
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Chamber of Commerce, Bar Italia, Bavarian

Delicatessen, Kantina, Interno 3, Isolani,

Oinotria, Rokoko, Rokoko Forno, Ergo Home

Group, Piccini Wines; in Limassol: Locatelli,

Vivaldi, Ventuno; in Larnaca: Red Pepper,

Divinus, Ristorante al Dente Paphos: Grazie,

Marteona, Vitro; and the 'Physical

Landscape' show by choreographer

Federica Dauri.

Supporting the event are AlphaMega

Hypermarkets, the largest chain of

hypermarkets in Cyprus that distributes Italian

haute cuisine products, and the Cyprus

Committee of the Dante Alighieri Society,

which is responsible for sharing Italian recipes

prepared live by star chefs on its social

channels.

The Italian-Cypriot Chamber of Commerce,

an active partner of the event, has promoted

initiatives for the presentation of Italian

companies in the sector already present or

approaching the Cypriot market. The

Chamber's commitment is based on assisting

Italian companies in the food and wine

sector, giving them the opportunity to gain

visibility, meet other stakeholders and convey

the Italian brand, promote and

commercialize typical products on the island.

"As Italians, we are aware of the importance

of product protection and of the enormous

possibilities for economic development in the

agri-food sector," said the President of the

Chamber of Commerce, Giuseppe Marino,

"and we therefore support Italian and Cypriot

entrepreneurs to create new synergies and

increase import-export between the two

countries".

Food seen as a bridge between nations while

respecting their own diversity, becomes an

input for collaborations and commercial

exchanges. The Week confirmed how Italian

products and cuisine are an excellence in

the world and a symbol of our cultural

heritage.
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The Chamber Visited an
Halloumi’s Plant in Cyprus.

The President of the Chamber Giuseppe

Marino, accompanied by the Vice President

Costas Katsaros, visited on 11th November an

important plant of Halloumi in Cyprus, the

Alambra Petrou Bros Dairy Products Ltd.

The Alambra is one of the biggest dairy

producers and exporters companies in Cyprus

with 35 years experience, guided by tradition

in combination with modern technology. Their

main product is Halloumi Cheese that is

exported in several countries in the world.

The Chamber had the opportunity to visit the

plant and also to live the experience of the

cheese production. After the EU's PDO

(Protected Designation of Origin) registration,

interesting prospects of increased exports are

opening also to Italy.

The Italian-Cypriot Chamber of Commerce is

working on it! Furthermore, the President

Marino during his visit to the plant of the

typical Cypriot cheese, which from April 2021

received the PDO mark from the European

Union, confirmed that the Chamber of

Commerce will support in its capacity the

distribution and marketing in Italy

http://www.camcomitacipro.it/
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On Wednesday 24th November the Italian-

Cypriot Chamber of Commerce hosted in its

monthly Smart Talk Mr. Valerio Valla, CEO

and Founder of Studio Valla - European

Consulting, expert in local development,

programmes and structural funds and

Member of the Advisory Board of the

Chamber.

The Smart Talk focused on 'EU Funding and

Programmes. Opportunities for Cyprus and

Italy Cooperation', and provided an

interesting overview of the business

opportunities arising from the EU Funds in the

period 2021-2027.

In particular it was described the best

strategy to enable companies in the Italian-

Cypriot axis to access to the funds, while

cooperating in the various projects for

economic recovery, in view of the

implementation of EU policies. To be able to

access the funds, it is essential to create a

consortium that involves at least

representative from three Member States,

enterprises, but also public bodies and

Universities or Research Centres.

Once the consortium has been set up, it is

crucial to respond to the European Program

with a strong, detailed and adherent project

to the call or topic, to ensure a profitable

result. It is also essential for the parties to be in

a direct and close relation to the public

entity that release the funds, such as the

Ministries or the Regional government and to

create a strong relation between research

centres, enterprises, Universities, Regional and

Central Public bodies.

Giving an overview of the most important EU

Funds, the main sectors involved are: Single

Market, Innovation and Digital; Cohesion and

Values; Natural Resources & Environment;

Migration & Border Management; Security &

Defence; Neighbourhood & the World.

One of the most interesting programmes for

investors in Research and Innovation is

'Horizon Europe', which has a budget of

around 95.5 billion euros.

This includes 5.4 billion euros from

NextGenerationEU to stimulate recovery and

make the EU more resilient for the future, as

well as an additional fund of 4.5 billion euros.

The Programme will also be implemented

through the European Defence Fund and

complemented by the Euratom Research

and Training Programme.

Horizon Europe has been designed to

implement activities that cannot be carried

out effectively by EU Member States alone,

but can only be realised through cooperation

between States. It was born to promote the

participation of excellence from different

countries, facilitate collaborative synergies in

European R&I and optimise the use of

funding.

The main objective is to create and support

partnerships between EU countries based on

the convergence of interests and

commitments to support the development

and implementation of Research and

Innovation in specific areas: 1) Climate,

Energy and Mobility; 2) Digital, Industry and

Space; 3) Health; 4) Food, Bioeconomy,

Natural Resources, Agriculture and

Environment.

The partners (national authorities and/or

private companies) will work together, both in

terms of modalities and perimeters of action,

to strengthen the European Research Area

(ERA) and to achieve the objectives of

sustainable development, stimulating

industrial competitiveness and economic

growth of the European Union.

Horizon Europe aims at Research & Innovation

having an impact in the scientific field

(excellent new knowledge, strengthening

human capital in R&I and promoting Open

Science); technological and economic field

(creation and development of companies,

SMEs, start-ups, and expansion of

employment); and social field (addressing

global challenges of sustainable
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European Funds: Projects and Opportunities.
Horizon Europe.
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development and achieving the goals of the

Paris Agreement according to the 2030

Agenda, thus bringing well-being to people).

The European Commission has engaged

experts to develop studies and reports on

how a policy approach oriented to the 5

explicitly identified missions will work: 1)

Climate Change Adaptation; 2) Climate

Neutral and Smart Cities; 3) Cancer; 4) "Soil

Deal" for Europe; 5) Restoration and

Protection of Oceans and Waters.

The Programme includes calls for proposals,

technical and legal modalities for

participation and specific schemes in the

selection criteria for both competing legal

entities and successful applicants.

The Italian-Cypriot Chamber of Commerce,

which has always been active in seizing the

business opportunities of the NRRPs, will

provide the necessary skills for the promotion

of consortia and participation in tenders,

proving once again to be the primary

interlocutor for European projects for all those

companies in the Italy-Cyprus axis that wish to

seize the opportunity for growth offered by

European calls for proposals.
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The Italian-Cypriot Chamber of Commerce

hosted on 24th November the Smart

Talk with Valerio Valla, founder and CEO of

Studio Valla European Consulting, also

valued member of the Chamber’s Advisory

Board, focusing on “EU Funding and

Programmes. Opportunities for Cyprus and

Italy Cooperation”.

After the introductory greetings by the
President of the Italian-Cypriot Chamber
of Commerce Giuseppe Marino, the
discussion was moderated by Costas
Katsaros, Vice President of the Chamber.

The Smart Talk started highlighting the
specificity of European Founding, an area of
particular interest for the Chamber that
already started talks and cooperation with
relevant private and institutional
counterparts in Cyprus and in Italy with the
aim to play an important role of connector
and promoter of initiatives and consortia in
several areas.

Mr. Valla referred to the two main EU long-
term funding plans, which are Next
Generation EU, a new European tool to face
the Covid-19 emergency and boot recovery,
oriented to a digital and green transition (750
billion euro) and MFF - Multiannual Financial
Framework (1074.3 bln euro), together
providing an unprecedented €1.8 trillion of
funding (1824.3 bln euro).

He explained that EU spending programs

represent an important opportunity to create

consortia and access to those funds, such as

Horizon Europe, CEF (Connecting Europe

Facilities) or Life Program. Horizon Europe is an

ambitious program of 95 bln euro, structured

in 3 pillars: Excellent Science addressed to

Universities and Research Centres, Global

Challences & European Industrial
Competitiveness for industry sector, and

Innovate Europe for innovation and

technology. Another opportunity is

represented by Life Program (5.432 bln),

which is focused on four pillars: Nature and

Biodiversity, Circular Economy and Quality of

Life, Climate Change Mitigation and

Adaptation, Clean Energy Transition.

The third most important EU program is

represented by CEF (Connecting Europe

Facility), which is the funding instrument for

strategic investments in transport, energy and

digital infrastructure to promote growth, jobs

and competitiveness in the EU and contribute

to deliver the European Green Deal. The

sectors involved are Energy (budget 5.84 bln

euro), Transport and Digital.

Furthermore, Mr. Valla referred in particular on

Italy’s Recovery and Resilience Plan that

allocates 191.5 bln euro in six Missions:

Digitalisation (40,73), Green Revolution (59,33),

Infrastructure (25,13), Education and

Research (30,88), Inclusion and Cohesion

(19,81), Health (15,63). Italy has decided to

invest also in tourism and culture (6,68) within

the framework of M1.

Also Cyprus NPRR (1,2 bln euro) reflects the

integrated and ambitious plan for recovery of

the island, with the strategic objective of the

Public health (74.1), accelerated Transition to

a Green Economy (447.6) strengthening the

Resilience and Competitiveness of the

economy (449.3), Digitalisation (89.4), Labour

market, social protection, education and

human capital (172.9)

The conclusions of the event were left to the
President of the Italian-Cypriot Chamber of
Commerce Giuseppe Marino, who
highlighted how the Chamber can be a
focal point to create consortia, crucial to
prepare suitable projects to access the funds,
and to create a direct contact between other
enterprises and public bodies.

Valerio Valla, Founder and CEO Studio Valla 
European Consulting, Guest of November Smart Talk.
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It was held on Tuesday 16th November the

presentation of the Project Tender+ of the

Italian Trade Agency, in cooperation with the

Ministry of Foreign Affairs and International

Cooperation, that aims to offer important

tools for supporting the internationalisation

processes of Italian small and micro

enterprises operating or wishing to operate in

the international tender sector (a market of

100+ billion euro), in order to strengthen their

competitive capacity.

To register to the Tender+ service:

organisminternazionali@ice.it

Tender Plus. The Project for International e-Procurement 
of Farnesina and ITA.

December Smart Talk.

The Italian-Cypriot Chamber of Commerce is pleased to announce that the guest of the

December Smart Talk will be H.E. Vassilios Demetriades, Shipping Deputy Minister of the

Republic of Cyprus.

The event will be held online 17th December 2021 at 10:00 ITA / 11:00 CY and will be focused

on “New Tender for a Subsidized Ferry Link between Cyprus and Greece”. Registration are

already opened at the email address: segreteria@camcomitacipro.it
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Graphs & Data

Turnover Value Index of Transport and Storage: 3rd Quarter 2021.

The Turnover Value Index of Transport
and Storage for the third quarter of 2021
reached 101,6 units (base year
2015=100), recording an increase of
27,6% compared to the corresponding
quarter of 2020.

By economic activity, increases relative
to the third quarter of the previous year
were observed in air transport by 95,2%,
in water transport by 91,1%, in
warehousing and support activities for
transportation by 26,6%, in land transport
by 23,0% and in postal and courier
activities by 2,8%.

During the period January-September
2021, the Turnover Value Index of
Transport and Storage recorded

an increase of 3,3% compared to the
corresponding period of 2020.

In October 2021 the Harmonized Index of Consumer Prices increased by 4,4% when compared to the

index of October 2020 while, when compared to the index of September 2021, the HICP increased by

0,9%. For the period January - October 2021 the HICP recorded an increase of 1,8% compared to the

corresponding period of the previous year. As regards the economic origin, the largest change when

compared both to the index of October 2020 and to the index of the previous month, was observed in

Energy with percentages of 27,1% and 4,4% respectively.

Harmonized Index of Consumer Prices (HICP): October 2021. Annual Rate of Change 4,4%. 
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